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Abstract. In this paper we present a systematic check of the confor-
mance of the implemented and the intended software architecture. Nowa-
days industry is confronted with rapidly evolving embedded systems. In
order to effectively reuse design artefacts such as requirements, archi-
tectural views and analysis, as well as the code base, it is important to
have a consistent overview in each phase of the development process. In
this paper we propose a conformance check framework that combines a
colloquial engineering model and a conformance check system based on
commodity technology, albeit the model and the system can be used in
their own right. An academic experiment exemplifies the application of
our framework.
1 Introduction
The current trend in embedded systems is product families rather than single
products. Today’s customers appeal to products that have a sense of uniqueness,
products that are compatible but slightly different than those of their friends.
The answer from industry is to set-up flexible product lines, which include a
range of disciplines: from product development to product manufacturing. The
efficacy of these product lines for evolving systems is mainly determined by the
amount and ease of reuse of existing artefacts.
The maintenance phase of a product has always been significant and will
increasingly be so. The growth of the complexity of systems is one reason, the
trend towards product families is another reason. From our participation in two
international industrial research projects [1,2] we learned that new products are
rarely developed from scratch and that reuse of existing development artifacts
is typically ad-hoc [3]. These observations triggered research in the field of con-
formance checking as a first step in enhancing the functionality of a product
or adapting it to a changed environment. The conformance check baselines a
consistent set of development artifacts and as such provides a starting point for
a more structured approach to reuse.
We address the problem of conformance checking by means of a conformance
check framework, describing the necessary steps. In order to be practically appli-
cable in industry, it is required that such a framework suits the development or-
ganisation, builds on proven technology, and that its application is non-intrusive.
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Fig. 1. Aligning architecture intention and implementation realisation
In general conformance checking could be applied on all related artefacts pro-
duced by the different domains of expertise in the software development process.
In this paper we focus on the coordination between the domains of architecture
and implementation.
The communication between the two domains is through views that are as-
sociated with a viewpoint [4], addressing a specific set of concerns. Views are de-
veloped in the architecture domain of expertise to specify the intentions, design
restrictions, and design permissions for the eventual product implementation,
i.e., the design space of Figure 1. Views can also be generated in the implemen-
tation domain of expertise [5]. These views predicate the properties of the actual
implementation from an architectural perspective.
When views from the architecture and implementation domain are associ-
ated with a common viewpoint it is possible to identify discrepancies between
the intended and implemented architecture. In Figure 1 there is apparently a
mismatch, which can be resolved by either updating the architecture or the im-
plementation. However, the semantic gap between the elements and relations
used in architectural views and the programming language constructs available
to implement them makes it difficult to reconstruct a view associated with an
architectural viewpoint from an implementation.
In this paper we propose and experiment with, a conformance check frame-
work (ccf) that combines a colloquial engineering model and a conformance
check system (ccs). The ccs facilitates conformance checks through the defi-
nition of a design-space conformance viewpoint bridging the semantic gap be-
tween the implementation and architecture domain. Views associated with this
viewpoint can be generated from the implementation and derived from the ar-
chitectural views. The engineering model takes an architectural view on product
development. It is based on the two principal categories of views described in
literature [6,7,8]: runtime views and development views. We consider views from
both categories in our experiments to attain a good coverage of the difficulties
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Fig. 2. Digital music box reader system
and possibilities of determining architectural conformance. We implemented the
ccs using existing technology. Our experiments demonstrate the definition of
conformance viewpoints and the visualisation of discrepancies between the in-
tended (specified) architecture and the implemented (predicated) architecture.
The ccf emphasises the role of conformance checks for maintainability of op-
erational systems. Because of our academic interests, part of the result of our
treatise will be an agenda for further research.
This paper is organised as follows. This introduction is concluded with the
presentation of a running example. In Section 2 we present our conformance
check framework, the two principal categories of views of the ccf and their
relation are treated in detail in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to a case study
where we systematically conform a viewpoint from the set of runtime views and
a viewpoint from the set of development views, thus implementing the ccs. In
Section 5 we discuss our ccf, the applied technology, and related work. Finally,
Section 6 presents conclusions on our work.
1.1 Running Example
The running example in this paper is the development of an academic system: a
digital music box (dmb) that reads data from a paper disc (record). The record is
a plotted spiral track of pulse-width modulated data bits. The disc rotates with
a constant speed. The system tracks the spiral, reads the data bits, and then
maps those bits to symbols. A string of symbols will be fed to an output device
that transforms the string into audible music. Here we focus on the process of
reading the record and the generation of the symbol stream. The physical system
is composed of a traditional turn table and a set of simple light sensors that can
be moved axially by a motor; the control is implemented on a simple micro
controller. The controller is programmed in Java. Figure 2 gives an overview of
the reader system.
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2 Conformance Check Framework
Architecture is typically described using different views each addressing a dif-
ferent set of concerns. We therefore need to be explicit about the architectural
view involved in the conformance check. For this purpose our framework in-
cludes an engineering model that involves the two principle categories of views
for conformance checking: development views and runtime views. The model
is complemented with a strategy for conformance checking and a generic con-
formance check system. The latter can be implemented with readily available
technology.
2.1 Engineering Model
Our engineering model shows the architectural views involved in a product’s life
cycle. To position our engineering model, we consider a generic product model
for embedded system development: the Vorgehensmodell (V-model [9]).
The V-model binds the analysis or design activities of product development
with the synthesis or integration activities. Given a context with changing re-
quirements and environment, and where new products are not developed from
scratch, it is essential that the process model facilitates flexible interactions be-
tween different domains of expertise in the software development process. Thus
generally, specifications flow forward from analysis to synthesis, whereas the re-
turn flow from synthesis to analysis carries predicated properties of the system.
We take an architecture centric position to product development. The ar-
chitecture of a system provides a reasoning framework of that system; it is a
common understanding of the involved stakeholders. Ideally the architecture
+ reset: void
+ start:void
+ stop:void
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+ start:void
+ stop:void
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+ start:void
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Fig. 3. Architectural views in the engineering domain
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explicitly rationalises all important design decisions, in practice however archi-
tecture documentation mainly concerns the structural effects, manifested in the
graphical presentation of the different architectural views [6, 4, 8].
The understanding of the working system takes a central position in the
communication among stakeholders. This is indicated by the central role of the
runtime view in Figure 3. The process view in Kruchten’s “4+1” view model [6];
the different component-and-connector (c&c) views described in [8]; and also
data and control flow diagrams known from structured analysis and design meth-
ods are all known examples of views that capture the structural organisation of
a working system. Runtime views address the question: how does the system
work? In order to arrive at a system functioning as presented in the runtime
views, the periphery of the runtime views consists of views driving the actual im-
plementation of software and hardware. Those views that capture the structural
organisation of the implementation units are known as the set of development
views and address the question (concern): how is the system developed? Exam-
ples of development views on the organisation of the software implementation
units (modules) are decomposition views and uses views [8].
The compilation configuration, indicated by the double arrows in Figure 3,
describes the integration of the constituent elements of a system, as described
in the development views, into the working system, as described by the runtime
views. It specifies the allocation of software modules of a development view to
components of a runtime view and it additionally describes the allocation of that
component to a hardware unit of the appropriate development view.
Figure 4 situates our engineering model in the V-model. It shows the two
principal sets of views (the runtime view and the development view) and their
configuration. Obviously development views are mainly used during coding and
design coding operationcompilation
phase
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Fig. 4. V-Model engineering development model
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implementation, runtime views are used to operate the system, compile config-
urations are used during the system integration (compilation) phase.
2.2 Conformance
Our engineering model suggests to check views from the set of runtime and
development views, in order to arrive at a sufficient coverage of discrepancy
detection between the specified and implemented system. A distinct constraint
for a practical implementation of a conformance check system is the prevention of
interference with ordinary system development. Therefore we regard the domains
of architecture and implementation as autonomous activities, circumventing the
use of an integrated development model.
practice, the implementation and architecture domains differ considerably
with respect to the level of detail at which the involved concepts are defined.
Implementation level constructs can be defined formally. At least there is a
compiler that deterministically attaches meaning to implementation concepts.
In the architecture domain, however, concepts do not typically have a universal,
unambiguous meaning and their semantics is only specified, if at all explicitly,
informally. Taking into account the fact that architectural decisions are typically
made in the early phase in a product’s life-cycle, we consider this a virtue of the
architecture domain.
A conformance check between a specification and predication among two do-
mains of expertise without affecting them requires the definition of a common
viewpoint. The semantics of such a design-space conformance viewpoint must be
clearly interpretable by both domains of expertise. Thus there must be a bidi-
rectional mapping between the design-space conformance view and the domain-
specific views. Mismatches between the design-space conformance views derived
from the two domains-specific views identify potential discrepancies, or architec-
ture violations. Whether a mismatch indeed implies a discrepancy involves more
detailed knowledge of the relevant design decisions.
In Section 3 we develop design-space conformance viewpoints for a runtime
view and a development view, plus their respective mappings from a typical
set of architectural views and implementation views. Although implementation
will mainly use the development views, it must obey the runtime views so as
to facilitate their proper implementation in later stages of the product’s life
time. Predicated properties of the realised system contain the evidence that the
development view has been properly implemented and that the runtime views
can be realised in later stages of the product’s life time. Our conformance check
system (Section 2.3) gathers and extracts the specifications and the attributes
in terms of the predefined conformance viewpoints, checks their conformance,
and visualises the result.
In this paper we consider the architectural view as leading. From the per-
spective of an implementation there are three important situations for any entity
or relation: covered, excess, and deficit [10]. A covered relation (or entity) has a
corresponding relation in the architecture domain. An excess relation only exists
in the implementation domain and a deficit relation only exists in the architec-
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ture domain. The result of a conformance check is a set of entities and relations
that are attributed according to the three types above; the significance of mis-
matches found depends in general on the involved design decisions. Therefore
discovery of mismatches should serve as a trigger to investigate further if they
are allowed and possibly documented elsewhere. If not, they are considered to
be discrepancies that reduce the conceptual integrity of a system and may result
in unexpected dependencies, reducing the system’s maintainability.
A conformance check can be used to evaluate specific concerns. As an ex-
ample, we can locate the set of design-decision related to a selected quality
attribute. The set of design decision determines a set affected views. This set of
views can be used to define a design-space conformance view, the set of design
decisions determines the impact of possible discrepancies found during a confor-
mance check. An alternative use is to incorporate a conformance check in the
system integration test set of a product, e.g., as part of the nightly build process.
2.3 Conformance Check System
The conceptual conformance check system (ccs) of Figure 5 outlines the pro-
cess to identify discrepancies. A fact extractor derives views, associated with
the design-space conformance viewpoint, from architecture and implementation
domain artefacts. The subsequent comparison of the derived design-space con-
formance views is done based on a set of comparison rules. These rules are used
for simple graph matching to identify mismatches, and more involved for se-
lecting those mismatches that are actually related to discrepancies. Finally, a
presentation filter visualises the comparison results.
Comparison
rules
Comparator
Fact
Extractor
Fact
Extractor
Architecture Implementation
Presentation Visual
Conformance
viewpoint
Fig. 5. Conceptual ccs
3 Deriving Conformance Viewpoints
In this section we describe how design-space conformance viewpoints can be de-
rived for the two principle categories of architectural viewpoints. In particular
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we consider suitable (informal) semantics of the conformance viewpoints, their
checkable mismatches, and their respective mappings from both the implemen-
tation and the architecture domain viewpoints.
3.1 Development Views
A development view describes a decomposition of the system in terms of imple-
mentation (e.g. source code) units, often called modules, and their dependencies.
These modules, supposedly coherent units of functionality, are eventually as-
signed to development teams. Dependency relations between the modules of a de-
velopment view are important, several types of them exists such as uses, allowed-
to-use, and shares-data-with relations. Here we will focus on use dependencies.
Figure 6 depicts a development view of the digital music box architecture of
Section 1.1 that reveals the use dependencies between the different modules. This
view is part of the specification of the system, resulting from the architecting
phase. The chosen viewpoint contains a module element and a use dependency
relation, both indicated by UML stereotypes.
+ reset: void
+ start:void
+ stop:void
<<module>>
.appLayer.Playercontrol
+ start:void
+ stop:void
<<module>>
.funcLayer.armControl
+ start:void
+ stop:void
<<module>>
.funcLayer.diskReader
+ getSpeed:void
<<module>>
.hwLayer.speedSensor
+ setSpeed:void
<<module>>
.hwLayer.transMotor
+ getBit:void
<<module>>
.hwLayer.dataSensor
+ getAccuracy:void
<<module>>
.hwLayer.trackSensor
<<uses>><<uses>><<uses>>
<<uses>> <<uses>>
<<uses>><<uses>>
Fig. 6. Uses (module) view
Typically the implementation-level modularisation constructs do not match
one-to-one with the architecture-level modules. Implementation engineers typi-
cally have reasons to further refine the provided decomposition of the develop-
ment views. This is safe, provided the decomposition is registered, e.g., anno-
tated. A simple, yet sufficient, method is to augment the implementation with
belongs-to clauses that associate decomposed subsystems with a module of the
architectural uses view. With the advent of integrated development environ-
ments dealing with these annotations is simple. Eclipse could, for instance, be
easily changed such that this information is requested from the programmer in
the wizard for defining a new class. Subsequently this information could be in-
cluded in the header of the skeleton code generated by the wizard. The belongs-to
clauses can be automatically retrieved during the fact extraction phase. Gather-
ing these facts yields a design-space conformance view consisting of aggregates
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of implementation units. As an example consider Listing where the following
belongs-to relations are defined: BelongsTo(X;A), BelongsTo(Y ;B,C).
Next to modules a uses view defines use relations [8]. The mere wording
of use has conflicting interpretations [11]. As we strive for a clear definition of
viewpoints, the meaning of “use” has to be clearly defined in order to determine
the existence or possibly inexistence of a particular use relation. We start with
the definition given by Clements et al [8]: “Unit A is said to use unit B if A’s
correctness depends on a correct implementation of B being present.”
We take a pragmatic position by mapping the architectural use relation to
a checkable tuple: a link plus an action that effectuates the link. The link is a
reference to the used module and the action can be anything from a function
call to an attribute access. This design-space conformance viewpoint only cov-
ers part of the architectural concept of using, as it does not take into account
that the used module needs to be implemented correctly, it merely requires it to
be present. Furthermore the architectural uses dependency does not necessar-
ily require a direct reference in the implementation; more complicated indirect
dependencies can also correspond to a use relation. In fact the design-space
viewpoint captures calls and shares-date-with dependency relations, which are
different specialisations of the depends-on relation.
A link from module X to module Y typically emerges as a reference, e.g., a
declaration of an attribute of type B in class A, where A and B belong to X and
Y respectively. The necessary action is determined by a method invocation or
attribute access of that reference. Combining the links, actions and belongs-to
relations, the example of Listing 1 contains the following use relations, as defined
1
// @belongsTo module X
Class A {
private B objB;
void A() {
B = new B();
}
void doA(C objC ) {
B.doB( C );
}
}
// @belongsTo module Y
Class B {
void doB( C objC ) {
C.doC();
}
}
// @belongsTo module Y
Class C {
private A objA;
void doC() {
// stub
}
}
Listing 1. Sample source code
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by the design-space conformance viewpoint: Uses(Y ;X) and Uses(Y ;Y ). The
absence of a relation is not a property (fact), e.g. NotUses(X;Y ).
3.2 Runtime Views
Runtime views on software architectures are frequently specified using component-
and-connector (c&c) views [8]. The box-and-line diagrams created early during
software design, usually are c&c type of views. c&c views are detailed run-
time views addressing concerns such as concurrency and flow of data. Architec-
tural components are loci of computation and state. Architectural connectors
are loci of interaction. Both are architectural abstractions of elements that con-
sume resources, either processing time or memory. A complete c&c view is an
abstraction of a system during runtime.
To describe c&c views we adhere to the terminology of architecture descrip-
tion languages (ADL), e.g., [12]. Typically in c&c views components are associ-
ated with the connectors by means of attachments. Components and connectors
habitat processes that interact with their environment through associated inter-
faces. In case of a component the interface is called a port, whereas in case of
connector we call it a role. In order to establish interaction between two compo-
nents over a connector we can attach component ports to connector roles, with
the limitation that an attachment is only allowed if the component interacts
using the port as interface and according to the expectations described by the
connector role, i.e. port and role need to be compatible.
Figure 7 depicts a runtime view of the digital music box architecture of
Section 1.1. It shows concurrently executing components as communicating-
processes. The components interact through different types of connectors. Al-
though UML is not the preferred modelling language, mapping of ADL con-
structs to UML is sometimes awkward, it can be done [13, 14]. Following an
approach proposed by Garlan et. al. in [14], we represent component types and
components by classes and objects, connectors by links (labelled with connector
type names), and ports by link-roles (labelled with port type names). As we are
only using relatively simple connectors we do not consider connector roles.
Components, ports, connectors, and roles are architectural concepts that may
or may not have explicit counterparts in the development views or implemen-
tation. Source code is not merely a refinement of these architectural elements
as in the case of development views, making the mapping between the archi-
tecture runtime views and implementation domain constructs indirect and more
difficult.
The main concern of the c&c view in Figure 7 is concurrency. For such a
view the components, processes, correspond to implementation mechanisms for
concurrency and parallelism, such as processes, threads and tasks. For example
in the case of a system implemented in Java, a component corresponds to a
subclass of the thread class and all other classes it instantiates.
Connectors correspond to the mechanisms that allow these threads and tasks
to interact, for instance inter-process-communication mechanisms, remote-proce-
dure calls, or shared-data. As opposed to the architectural connectors these im-
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Fig. 7. Communicating-processes view
plementation-level communication constructs have an obvious direction. There-
fore in the design-space conformance view we add a direction to the connectors
defined in the architectural view. We need to consult the architect or the archi-
tecture documentation to discover the intentions. For message-based connectors
the direction corresponds to the direction of the first message, i.e. from the
component initiating the interaction to the other component. The direction of
shared-data connectors is from the component writing in the shared-data to the
component reading from the shared-data, assuming that components do not read
and write to the shared-data, which in our case was a valid assumption.
4 An XML Implementation of the ccs
Our sample implementation of the ccs, depicted in Figure 8, uses readily avail-
able XML technology; the Xlinkit toolkit is the heart of our ccs.
Fact extraction involves two steps: a transformation of the sources (archi-
tecture and source code documents) onto XML format followed with a filtering
and interpretation operation to populate the design-space viewpoint. In our ex-
periment, the architecture has been described in UML, using its accompanying
XML schema: XMI. The implementation has been coded in Java. The (static)
facts about the implementation reside in the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), which
can be retrieved by replacing the code generation back end of a compiler. In this
case we used an XML specification JavaML [15] that is generated by a patched
version of the Jikes compiler. Similar technology is available for many other
programming languages [16].
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Fig. 8. Implementation of ccs
The filtering operation uses the Xlinkit technology [17] as a lightweight
rule-based link generation tool. It combines current XML technology such as
XPath,Xlink, andXSLT. TheXlinkit rules that map architecture and imple-
mentation domain facts to the design-space conformance viewpoint (see Sec. 3)
Figure 8, are specified in so-called CLIX [18] constructs.
The Xlinkit tool is also used as a comparator in the ccs. It takes the XML
representations of the design-space conformance views and a set of CLIX com-
parison rules, which identify possible mismatches between the extracted confor-
mance views and subsequently identify those mismatches that actually involve
discrepancies. The result is a set of Xlink hyperlinks between the two confor-
mance views. The comparison rules basically check the semantic consistency of
the two design-space conformance views. The hyperlinks either represent evi-
dence of a correct (covered relation) or an incorrect (deficit or excess relation)
interpretation of the architectural views by the implementation domain.
Finally the information presentation phase takes the hyperlinks and produces
a visual representation. This is done with an XSLT transformation engine. The
result is in our case a graph, which is specified in GraphML, a flexible XML
schema. Graph visualisation and layout tools are indispensable for the interpre-
tation of the results, here we used graphviz and Yed.
4.1 Development Views
The uses view of Figure 6 was one input of the ccs. Derivation of the design-space
conformance view from this UML model is straightforward because of the use
of stereotypes to denote modules and use relations. Simple XPath expressions
suffice to generate a canonical XML model for the following phases in the ccs.
A visual representation, through XSLT, is given in Figure 9(a).
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Fig. 9. Uses views
Recovering the design-space use-view from the implementation involves the
interpretation of Java language constructs and the belongs−to annotations. Lo-
cating a module is simply done by retrieving the belongs−to attribute of identi-
fied classes in the sources. Locating a use-relation is more involved however. We
demand access from a source class to a target class. It is insufficient for a source
class to only maintain a reference to a target class or invoke a constructor for that
target. Access involves the explicit invocation of a method in the target class or
a field update of the target class. The CLIX expression to identify access is not
very elegant, merely enumerating all possibilities. The resulting visualisation is
given in Figure 9(b).
The comparison phase of the ccs co-locates facts from the conformance views
extracted from the architecture and implementation domains. It binds entities
from both domains through their names and determines covered, excess, and
deficit relations. Note that in the current implementation we determine manually
which mismatches actually involve discrepancies.
In the presentation phase of our ccs we map the entities and relations to a
graph in which covered, excess, and deficit relations are coloured and shaped.
The result is in Figure 10. The trapezoid shaped vertices and the edges with
open delta arrowheads represent the deficit entities and relations respectively.
Partly these relations originate from name mismatches, e.g. DiskReader and
DiscReader. One entity has not been implemented: the SpeedSensor. The paral-
lelepiped shaped vertices and the closed delta arrowheads represent the excess re-
lations, e.g, showing name mismatches. But also real excessive relations emerge:
NotePlayer and OutputControl. The covered relations use boxed vertices and
sharp short arrowheads on the edges.
4.2 Runtime Views
The design-space conformance views resulting from the fact extraction in the
architecture domain is given in Figure 11(a). It corresponds to the component-
and-connector view in Figure 7. As explained in Section 3.2 we necessarily added
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Fig. 10. Uses conformance view
direction to the connectors. In the design-space conformance view we represent
components by rectangles and connectors by ellipses with arrows to indicate the
direction.
Creating a c&c view from static sources is very application specific. For the
transformation of sources to XML of the data gathering phase we use the same
technology as for the development view. The filtering stage is now a multi-stage
approach that extracts, combines, and interprets facts by cascading Xlinkit
extracted reports. In this case we used two stages.
The first stage extracts associations from the source code and identifies au-
tonomous threads of control. The associations identification reuses the CLIX
rules of the static case. Autonomous threads are, in this case, defined as classes
with a main-method or classes that extend the Java thread class. The second
stage gathers the actual instantiated threads as well as interaction between
thread instances. We recognise two types of communication links: a method
call and a buffered stream with read and write access. The resulting graph is
given in Figure 11(b).
Comparing the c&c runtime views of Figure 11 involves as before merg-
ing the namespaces. We have multiple mismatches here, as the names in the
source code are derived from the names used in the development view. Further-
more implementation-level constructs used to implement interaction are often
not named, e.g. procedure calls. Subsequently the components, connectors, and
ports must be identified. Since the recovered c&c views from the sources lack
ports and roles altogether we transform the conformance view by inserting ports
and roles when appropriate. Comparing the design-space views results in the
identification of covered, excess, and deficit constructs.
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Fig. 11. c&c views
The resulting diagram is not shown, but considering the namespace mapping
of the components (output 7→ OutputControl, read 7→ DiscReader, track 7→
ArmControl, and trackMotor 7→ TransMotor) of the two views in Figure 11 it is
immediate that the connectors are more detailed in Figure 11(b). This is because
it shows the different occurrences of interaction over each connector separately.
Furthermore the PlayerControl component is an excess component not present
in the architecture specification. It was intended as a connector between the read
and track components, however in the implementation it included handling user
interaction for which it required a separate thread.
5 Discussion
In this section we discuss issues that emerged in the execution of the experiment
of the previous section.
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Consistency and Technology Imperfections. The architectural views are
expressed in UML, using stereotypes to identify modules and use dependen-
cies. However, the current version of UML cannot enforce the consistent use
of stereotypes, which potentially may yield false alerts in our ccs. Additionally
UML does not offer support to conveniently specify all elements of component-
and-connector views. For instance, the style we used to describe the component-
and-connector views in UML does not represent connectors as first-class UML
modelling elements, making it inconvenient to specify connector types and prop-
erties. The forthcoming UML 2.0 standard expectedly has better support for
specifying software architectures.
Similarly, extracting the uses conformance view from the sources too depends
on the applied (programming) style, e.g. usage of patterns, coding conventions,
and so forth. Our systematic approach to conformance can be extended partly to
the domain of consistency verification. Modelling style and programming style
violations can be captured in rules that when checked provide insight in the
overall consistency of the design or implementation [19] with respect to these
rules. It is generally accepted that consistency is a desirable quality attribute.
There are two more unfortunates with our method of identifying use relations
in the implementation domain. First it is unclear whether the implemented enu-
meration to locate use relations is complete and second the applied XPath
technology does not support a transitive closure function, which is necessary to
handle nested access (e.g. A.B.C.foo()). The required breadth of the enumera-
tion depends again on the programming style. For instance, the use of getter
and setter methods circumvents the need to look for direct field access.
Intriguing research questions are to what extent we can include consistency
checks in the mapping from the architecture and implementation domain views
to the design-space conformance views and whether we can circumvent the need
of enumerations in rules. The latter could be realised, for instance, by using
canonical (intermediate) representations of artefacts?
Conformance Interpretation . In the conformance phase of the ccs, we merge
the namespaces of the architecture and implementation domains. The current
implementation uses string matching. Because of the human in the loop this
is a workable situation. An alternative approach for string matching would be
a graph matching and merging approach, in theory, because these algorithms
execute in non-polynomial time. Graph matching thus automatically retrieves
part of the mappings from the architecture and implementation domains to the
design-space conformance viewpoint, e.g., compare the Figures 11 and 7.
Conformance checking identified covered, excess, and deficit constructs. This
seems a sensible situation. However situations may occur that require more de-
tail, i.e., specialisation of the identified constructs; an excess construct, for in-
stance, may emerge due to namespace mismatches.
Research questions here involve means to specify, and possibly automatically
resolve, conformance check results.
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System Dynamics. Our ccf does not address the behaviour of the imple-
mented system. Although various formalisms exist to describe the intended be-
haviour of a system, e.g., csp and statecharts, these are not commonly used in
practice [3]. Requiring such a view would therefore interfere with our prerequisite
to develop a non-intrusive method for conformance checking. Furthermore, we
use static views derived from the source whereas proper validation of the correct
behaviour requires run-time information.
The runtime view conformance check has been executed based on a straight-
forward static code evaluation. This approach has drawbacks. Simple static eval-
uations consider the entire design space, including configurations that will not be
reached in reality. Another option is to use run-time evaluations, however such
a method is confined to the set of configurations of the executed test set. Al-
ternatively sophisticated parsing and graph rewriting techniques could be used.
In our implementation we rely on the consistent use of an architecture model
with carefully chosen naming conventions. This yields static attachments that
reveal the system configuration in the parse tree. Dynamic attachments cannot
be retrieved this way.
The research question here is to find flexible parsing and logical reasoning
techniques, maybe in combination with the use of runtime information.
More Related Work . Conformance checking is a systematic and quantitative
approach that gives an indication of maintainability, whereas better known archi-
tecture evaluation methods such as scenario-based assessment methods (see [20])
and inspection methods (see [21]) are qualitative methods.
Methods for systematic architectural conformance checking have indepen-
dently been compared in [22] and [23]. They categorise methods for architec-
tural conformance checking, such as software reflexion methods [10] and their
own expressive methods. In [22] design-space viewpoints are defined in a re-
lational partition algebra, whereas in [23] a logic meta-modelling technique is
used. Our ccf adopts the pragmatics of the efficient methods, while introducing
a semantic interpretation of available artefacts.
An alternative would involve the use a code generation framework, such as
the Ptolemy framework [24], extend the implementation language with architec-
tural constructs as was done in ArchJava [25], or use an MDA-approach [26].
Such an approach directly connects architecture to implementation, improving
consistency between the domains. However, this requires at least a change in
the way of working of the implementation domain; it has to use a new language.
This poses a barrier for implementing such an approach in practical settings.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we propose a conformance check framework (ccf) that systemati-
cally determines discrepancies between an intended architecture and the realised
architecture. Illuminating these differences is a preparatory step for architecture-
driven maintenance and evolution in which previously developed artefacts are
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reused for reasons of efficiency. Our ccf is non-intrusive. It coordinates the in-
teraction between the architecture and the implementation domain of expertise,
while regarding them autonomously. It uses readily available, possibly tailored,
technology for the actual implementation of the conformance check system (ccs).
The ccf combines a colloquial engineering model and the ccs. The engi-
neering model defines two principal categories of views on a system: runtime
and development views. Checking the conformance of views from both cate-
gories requires different type of approaches. The engineering model also defines
the concepts of the ccs. Two domains of expertise that independently develop
view-based reasoning frameworks and a common design-space conformance view-
point. The ccs relies on a clear definition of the design-space viewpoint and the
mappings from the architectural and implementation views to this common con-
formance viewpoint.
The design-space viewpoint captures checkable concepts, which are the con-
sensus between verifying abstract properties of the architecture domain and
emerging properties of the implementation domain. Possible discrepancies be-
tween the domains are revealed as mismatches between the derived design-space
conformance views and the impact of a mismatch on either of the domains;
the severity of a mismatch is identified as part of the transformation from a
domain specific viewpoint to the design-space viewpoint. We gave examples of
design-space viewpoints for two principal categories of views and their mappings
from architecture and implementation artefacts to this design-space viewpoint.
The case study we executed uses and configures XML technology. Although the
results are promising we encountered intriguing research questions, such as to
what extent we can include consistency checks in ccf and how to use parsing
and logic reasoning technology to implement the ccs.
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